They come in separate packages, but they operate as one.

Industrial IT instrumentation and control – integrated for increased productivity.

ABB provides the integrated control and instrumentation technology that you need to make the right connections to achieve measurable productivity results at all levels of your manufacturing enterprise.

From the device level to the system level, ABB’s Industrial IT provides instant, single click access to all asset related data – the information you need to make smart decisions and adapt to changing production requirements as they happen.

Foundation Fieldbus technology is an integral component in completing our solution. Industrial IT instrumentation and control systems – integrated with Foundation Fieldbus communications – promote better asset management and improved productivity at a reduced cost. Our repeatable strategies for predictive maintenance, information integration and embedded maintenance management interfaces help optimize your assets right out of the package through lower engineering, installation and maintenance costs.

For more information about how you can think “out of the box” when it comes to productivity improvement, call us at (585) 273-6417, or visit http://fieldbus.abb.com